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OBJECTIVE :
To create a plan combining six lots of city land into one 
vision for a public amenity reflecting the character and 
authenticity of the City of Anna Maria. The vision will be a 
moving force to combine the efforts of the community, the 
Commission, and the City Park Committee, all working 
together to implement it.
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Anna Maria has the opportunity to create a destination 
eco-park on a six lot property located on Pine Avenue 
and North Bay Boulevard. The park will have pathways, 
benches, tables, a fountain, a place for gatherings and 
restrooms. Informational signage will provide 
education regarding island priorities and park 
regulations. Pathways will meander through the park 
and shade from the Live Oak trees will provide shelter. 
The restrooms will be centrally located, using already 
established in-ground plumbing. 
!
This plan has been developed as a beginning phase to 
inspire and envision an open green space, contiguous to 
our already established Bayfront environment. 
!
It will encourage the community to gather, seek respite 
and pursue activities congruent with the reflective 
lifestyle Anna Maria Island provides to all. An engaging 
space for local residents and visitors to enjoy will be 
created, enhancing the quality of life for the entire 
community.
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OVERVIEW:



GUIDING DOCUMENTS :
1. Comprehensive Plan Land Use Element for the City of Anna Maria, Florida

a. The City Pier Park is designated Recreation/Open Space Land. !
b. Recreation and Open Space Element, Goals, Objectives, and Policies: !

Goal 1 !
The city shall ensure the provision, protection and maintenance of a 
coordinated, efficient and accessible system of public recreation and open 
space and provide recreational parks and facilities which shall meet the 
needs of current and future residents and visitors.

Objective 1.4: The City shall continue to be responsive to the special needs 
                       of the permanent and seasonal population.    !
     Policy 1.4.1: As of the effective date of this plan, access to park and 

               recreation facilities and services shall be provided for the  
               elderly, handicapped and economically disadvantaged. !

      Policy 1.4.2: Parking facilities for the handicapped and cyclists shall be 
     provided at parks and other recreational facilities. !

Objective 1.5: The City shall provide park and recreation facilities in   
             an economically efficient manner. !

      Policy 1.5.1: The City shall actively pursue funding for park and  
                           recreation facilities, including County, State, and Federal  
                           assistance funds applying for said funds. !
      Policy 1.5.3: The City shall preserve, maintain, and enhance existing  
                           parks and recreation facilities through the use of  
                           adequate operating budgets, user fees, and proper  
                           management techniques. !
      Policy 1.5.7: The City shall establish a recreational trust fund to which 

         individuals can be encouraged to donate monies, gifts,     
                or properties for the sole purpose of recreational  
                development.

Objective 1.1: The City shall, in conjunction with other governmental      
                       agencies,provide and maintain a system of parks and    
                       recreation facilities meeting the needs of the current and  
                       future residents, visitors, and tourists. !
Objective 1.2: The City shall coordinate public and private recreation  

             resources !
Objective 1.3: As of the effective date of this plan, lands designated as      
                       Recreation, Open Space, or Conservation, on the Future Land  
                       Use Map shall be protected from incompatible land uses. !
     Policy 1.3.3: Open Space in parks shall be maintained to protect and 

      preserve native habitats and provide passive recreation 
      opportunities.
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GUIDING DOCUMENTS (cont.):
2. Urban Land Institute (ULI) STUDY REPORT (page  10)

The ULI Study recommended that Anna Maria’s “Old Florida” 
reputation can be enhanced by preserving good places and making 
good and memorable new places, such as The City Pier Park.  

  
It further recommended advancing sustainability and resiliency by 
increasing conservation areas and active and passive recreational 
opportunities.

Anna Maria City and Pine Avenue have been recognized by national and 
international entities as a model for sustainable tourism. The essence of 
the program, …..”recognizing and being responsive to what has 
preceded you, environmentally, culturally and architecturally, so that the 
end product looks like it always has been there and is just where it is.”  !
(See ADDENDUM, ‘Sustainable tourism’ article)  !
Fitting into the environment in a way that will allow an extension of our 
beautiful Bayfront Beach with native landscaping and quiet pathways will 
add to the preservation of Anna Maria City’s unique and “Old Florida” 
atmosphere. 
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3. Sustainable Tourism



ZONING MAP:
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Park Location



CURRENT VIEWS OF THE PARK:
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ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED PARK:
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1)  Pathways: Natural compacted, soft-scape, walkways will meander 
through the park, allowing access to shaded seating, natural vegetation 
and educational signage.



ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED PARK:
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2)  Landscaping: An authentic Anna Maria Island bay front landscape will bring the successful plantings along south and north sides of the 
City Pier across the street and into the Park to seamlessly merge with selections of our native maritime forest plants. Open spaces in the 
center invite a variety of uses.  The perimeter is lushly vegetated on either side of an 800 ft long walking path. A dense mass of shrubs and 
trees along the west side will buffer sights and sounds in the Park from the neighboring residential area. All surfaces that are not planted 
will be topped with the 250 sand-shell mix that has proven to be the ultimate environmentally sensitive and aesthetically appropriate 
material for a barrier island—efficiently percolating and filtering all storm water on site.
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North Bay Blvd.



ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED PARK:
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2)  Landscaping (cont.):  Sabals, Cedars, Seagrapes and Buttonwoods … Coontie, Cocoplum, Myrsine, Cordgrasses, wildflowers and so on …



ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED PARK (cont.):
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3)  Park Furniture: Benches, game tables and 
picnic tables plus various forms of seating will 
provide inviting and functional sitting for the 
individuals and small groups using the park … 
and a flag at the corner visible down much of 
the lengths of Bay and Pine.

5) Trash receptacles: Recycling and trash receptacles will be provided in 
   several places throughout the park. Dog refuse bags and receptacles 
   will also be provided.

4)  Bicycle Racks and Cart Chargers: Bike racks will 
accommodate the residents and visitors who wish to 
stop to enjoy the park. Charging stations will be 
provided for electric powered carts.
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ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED PARK (cont.):
9)  Open Space: A large open area to accommodate events, gatherings, and games … like island style Bocce ball on our sand-shell mix 

!
10. Restrooms: One of the most requested elements in community 
surveys, restroom facilities will be provided in the Park. These modest 
sanitary facilities will include toilets, sinks, and changing tables.

!
11. Educational Signage: Small unobtrusive signs here and there around 
the park will tell visitors and new residents about our native plants and 
wildlife, with added information about good practices for coping with the 
occasional big storms passing by and the inevitable storm water runoff.



OPTIONAL FUTURE ELEMENTS:  The Community’s Bucket List
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1) Dog Fountain: Since dogs will 
be permitted on leash, an ADA 
compliant drinking fountain, at a 
height suitable for wheelchairs 
including a dog drinking basin 
would be useful. 

!

 . 2)  Splash Area When temperatures creep up, water is refreshing to          
look at and for children to splash in. “Not a playground but playful 
looking.” to quote one of our residents. Perhaps a simple sculpture 
that gently drips water and forms a small puddle? Or a small 
sprinkler-splash area with a sandy base. Gentle jets coming from a 
shallow wading pond? A natural, unobtrusive and simple spot.  

3)  Gathering Place: A conversation 
place for a few, or a pleasant place for 
meetings of small groups or 
committees.  



OPTIONAL FUTURE ELEMENTS:  The Community’s Bucket List (cont.)
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 . 4)  Sound Buffer Wall: A sound insulated wall that will buffer the sounds of event performances plus double as a gathering          
spot. Constructed of sound insulating Expanded Polystyrene Block (EPS) filled with concrete and steel that would withstand 
200+ mph wind loads.  A surface of regional stone imbedded with ancient fossils of corals and shells could support various 
native flowering vines.  Wood paneling on the inner curve could enhance the acoustics of small performances while adding to 
its buffering ability.
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 .	
 5) Kayak Launch:  A simple public kayak launch       
could be installed on a narrow platform anchored 
to the seawall on the Lake LaVista canal at the 
end of the park.	


OPTIONAL FUTURE ELEMENTS:  The Community’s Bucket List (cont.)



 . 6)  Park Expansion: The last bucket list idea is to move the 23 parking spots from the waterfront across South Bay Blvd. to a          
single row along the west side of Park, the same amount of spots just moved away from the view. The cars could be buffered 
from the Bayou Condos with landscaping. The net increase of green space after parking is moved would be an additional 
4,800 square feet. That would allow a view of the bay from the Park as well as a landscaped landing place should proposals 
for a water taxi service come to fruition. .  
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OPTIONAL FUTURE ELEMENTS:  The Community’s Bucket List (cont.)

North Bay Blvd.
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FUNDING:
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1. CURRENT CITY BUDGET

Donations for the development of the City Pier Park may be made as monetary contributions, in-kind goods or services, 
equipment or personal property for which the donor has not received any goods, services or promises in return. This is in 
accordance with Anna Maria City Resolution No. R15-710.

2. DONATIONS

3. GRANT OPPORTUNITIES

The current budget has a line item of $15,000 dedicated to the City Pier Park for this year. There is also a $3500 Trust 
Fund to be used for the park. The city will need to continue to plan for park maintenance requirements.

1. Department of Environmental Protection, Land and Water Conservation Fund: 

A federal program that provides grants to local governments for acquisition of park land and development of park facilities. 
www.dep.state.fl.us/parks/oirs; annual grant, Feb. application submission period, 3 yr grant, if approved a 50-50% match is 
required.  

Contact: Office of Information and Recreation Services (850)245-2501; also Tamika Bass (850)245-3181, Angie Bright 
(850)245-2156 

   2.  Florida Forever 

A state acquisition program to preserve significant natural and other resource values. www.floridaforever.org Jim Farr, 
(850)245-2766 

   3. Historical Museums Grants-in-Aid www.flheritage.com Scott Moore (850)245-6333 

   4. Department of Community Trust  

Provides grant and loan assistance to local governments for the acquisition and conservation of outdoor recreation lands 
that are needed to implement local government comprehensive plan. 

Ms Linda Reeves, (850)245-4702 www.floridacommunitiestrust.org, no match required



FUNDING:
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3. GRANT OPPORTUNITIES (cont.)

     5.  Florida Recreation Development Assistance Program 

Local community acquisition of parkland and development of park facilities. Office of Information and Recreation 
Services (850)245-2501 www.dep.state.fl.us/parks/oirs !

6. Department of Transportation, Transportation Enhancement Projects – Pedestrian trails, facilities, landscaping; 
www.dot.state.fl.us/emo/enhance; Mariano Berrios, Environmental Administrator, (850)414-5250. Application period: 
spring/annually and ongoing as funds become available. !

7. Department of Environmental Protection, Florida Greenways and Trails Acquisition Program, Robin Birdsong, Grant 
Coordinator, (850)245-2065, Robin.Birdsong@dep.state.fl.us, www.FloridaGreenwaysAndTrails.com Points of contact: 
Marsha Rickman, Marsha.Rickman@dep.state.fl.us and Christiana Small, Christiana.Small@dep.state.fl.us 

 Application period – May 1; funds up to $200,000 for trails and landscaping. !
8. Florida Inland Navigational District - Waterways Assistance Program grant: Public navigation, recreation, and 

environmental education projects along Intercoastal Waterway: Mr. Charles Listowski (941)485-9402. !
9. State Historic Preservation Grants in Aid Program (Preservation Education, Old Florida) Sharon Highland, Grant 

Supervisor (850)245-6333; www.flheritage.com !
10. Tampa Bay Estuary Grant: www.tbep.org/bay minigrants.html and www.tbp.org/  Grants for projects with ecological 

and educational benefits for the Tampa Bay watershed. Applications due Oct 1 each year for up to $5,000. !
11. Sarasota Bay Estuary Grant: www.sarasotabay.org/get-involved/bay-partners-grant-program/ Grants to enhance 

existing landscapes with native plants, install Bay education signage, retrofit Bay-friendly landscapes.

http://www.tbp.org/
http://www.sarasotabay.org/get-involved/bay-partners-grant-program/


ADDENDUM A:
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City of Anna Maria Comprehensive Plan (2007)
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ADDENDUM A (cont.): City of Anna Maria Comprehensive Plan (2007)
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ADDENDUM B: BLUE COMMUNITY PROGRAM : Pine Avenue Restoration Group

1. Building Design 

Energy Efficiency 

Since 2008 fifteen buildings have been built or repurposed along Pine Avenue. Each have achieved the highest rankings 
(Platinum) from The Florida Green Building Coalition or LEEDS. Eleven newly constructed buildings are built using insulated 
concrete forms, with an effective R Value of plus 40. All buildings used spray foam insulation Four buildings were 
“repurposed” historic homes and comprise the Historic Green Village, one of less than 100 net zero energy, platinum rated, 
campuses in the world. (many more details available let me know if you want more) 

Environmental Design 

Standing on the “responsive development” foundation, design flows out from the footers thru out the site plan. Developing 
within not upon a community means being sensitive to what preceded the development and what the fundamental 
characteristics of the community are. Anna Maria exists as a quiet residential community, surrounded by increasingly fragile 
gulf and bay waters. Native landscapes (sense of place landscaping) are planted, not for decoration, but to complete the 
environment. This reduces or eliminates the need for pesticides and fertilizers, and greatly reduces irrigation while 
maintaining the “historic profile” of the island and creating buffers between mixed use development and adjacent residential 
districts. 

We installed softscapes (sand/shell mix) for pathways, sidewalks, parking lots, pool decks, etc, where hardscapes (concrete, 
pavers, tile, asphalt) have traditionally gone. This provides better drainage, while filtering out toxins before they can make 
their way to the waters around and within the island. This is a significant improvement in water management. This also 
absorbs, rather than reflecting, noise, thus mitigating impacts on the surrounding community as visitors enjoy the shops and 
accommodations along Pine Avenue. 

Historic Scale means building consistent with what has gone before, not “all that the law allows”. We consciously decided to 
limit capacity in our residential units in order to mitigate negative impacts often suffered by neighbors when overcrowded 
vacation properties fail to blend in with the neighborhood. This has resulted in buildings that are less than 75% of allowable 
space, and no more than three bedrooms, with limited parking. Net result, in seven years, not a single neighbor complaint due 
to noise or loud parties. 
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ADDENDUM B: BLUE COMMUNITY PROGRAM (cont.):

Flood. The City of Anna Maria recently adopted building codes meeting “coastal high hazard” standards. Additionally, all 
buildings at ground level along Pine Avenue are required to be flood proofed. We have gone beyond, with very detailed 
technical and practical solutions. The eleven newly built ICF buildings are engineered against water penetration as well as 
buoyancy. The photo below shows an ICF building as the lone survivor of a devastating storm surge. 

Wind. Insulated Concrete Form walls are engineered to withstand wind loads up to 250 mph. The photo below 
shows an ICF home fully intact after a Category 5 Hurricane. 

2. Transportation 

Mitigating this massive use of energy lessens the ecological footprint, reduces carbon emissions, reduces the need for 
parking lots and enhances community as we become less “car centric” and more “walkable” in our design imperatives. A 
free trolley, financially supported by many local businesses, travels the length of the island. This is used by residents and 
visitors alike and significantly reduces potential traffic, from the “mom taxi” moving kids around the island to visitors whose 
“car gets a vacation too”. City development codes require bike racks at every business. There are several thriving bike rental 
businesses on the island to meet the constant demand. “Walkable” Pine Avenue uses native pathways to connect shops, 
restaurants and residential properties, pursuant to a design in consultation with a nationally recognized authority on 
“walkable communities”. This gives people a reason to walk, not drive, between the highly attractive gulf beaches and city 
pier on Anna Maria sound. A further significant benefit is to seniors who no longer drive, and would typically be isolated in 
their homes. Pathways, porches and rocking chairs along the way provide options not available when cars, parking and 
traffic all at the center of planning. 

  3. Energy Use           
New construction using highly efficient Insulated Concrete Forms  
Repurposed buildings using solar panels to achieve “net zero” energy consumption Efficient spray foam insulation throughout.  
LED lighting 
Solar heat gain impact resistant glass  
Centrally controlled “smart thermostat” system for air conditioning and heat management in guest units, tied to reservations 
system so hvac is only operating when needed.  
Demand hot water systems only heat water when needed. Energy Star appliances in guest units. 
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ADDENDUM B: BLUE COMMUNITY PROGRAM (cont.)
4. Water Conservation 

Six buildings use cistern collection systems for irrigation 

Native landscapes require less irrigation to establish, less still once established  

Parking lots, pool areas and pathways consist of engineered softscapes (250 filter mix on a medium shell base) to retain, percolate 
and filter rainwater. 

This reduces, in most cases eliminates, transmission of toxins to surrounding waters 

Significantly enhances water retention and management while saving costs in both development and operations. 

5. Waste Management  

PAR, Historic Green Village and Environmental Enhancement Committee collaborated to place public recycling stations 
with “Let’s Go Green” graphics to raise awareness. 

City contracts with Waste Management to provide recycling to residents.  

Much more to do here.  

6. Reduce use of Plastic, … nothing of substance here  

7. Organic and Hydroponic Food  
Community garden project became organic food boxes along Pine Avenue in concert with ECHO, developed by Mike Miller and 
sponsored by local merchants.  
As word spread, there are now over 40 such boxes throughout the community. This led to an apiary wherein bees support the 
plants and vice versa.  

8. Promote Sustainable Seafood (Ed Chiles) 
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ADDENDUM B:

9. Protect Coastal Habitat & Cultural Heritage  
“Preserving the past...Embracing the future”.  
 

Our founding Motto expressed our vision, informed our strategies and proscribed our actions.  

Hundreds of native trees planted, thousands of plants, all reflective of the nature that pre existed us and the actions of those 
before us. This provided a model for others throughout the community to replace exotics with natives.  

As mentioned before, our water management systems meet and exceed the objectives of SWFMD by removing toxins before they 
reach our waterways. Our architecture is historically relevant, both in elevation and scale. !
10. Education  
“Teach them by showing them”. By focusing on methods and strategies that are practical, measurable and repeatable we 
provide models that others can adopt very readily.  

Tour groups  

Sustainability conferences - Lectures and Presentations - Media outreach and response  

A “living laboratory” experienced daily by visitors and residents alike, from all demographics, who share their experience with 
others  

11. Planning, Policy, and Management 

We plan to execute and build on our original vision. Our policy is to look for and include things that further that plan. 
Management is having the ability to recognize what does and does not fit policy and acting accordingly so that the whole is 
increasingly larger than the sum of the parts. 

BLUE COMMUNITY PROGRAM (cont.):



ADDENDUM C:
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URBAN LAND INSTITUTE (ULI) Study Report 2015 - Page 10

Protection of AMI’s environment and its wildlife is a major priority. This includes nesting sea turtles, local and migrating 
seabirds, manatees, dolphins, fish, and scallops (clams to some). It also is important to minimize fertilizer and pesticide 
runoff to the Gulf waters. Red Tide and other algae blooms kill fish and larger sea life that wash ashore on AMI beaches, 
and are a respiratory irritant to humans. 

Pine Avenue in Anna Maria is an environmental highlight, featuring sand paths for sidewalks, community “edible” 
gardens, native landscaping and the Historic Green Village with solar panels, earth cooling, a rainwater collection system, 
and platinum LEED certification for generating more electricity than it uses. 

OLD FLORIDA CHARACTER 

AMI has beautiful beaches, a lush, semi-tropical climate, and has retained much of its Old Florida character and 
lifestyle. Most of the homes were originally ground- level beach cottages. Many have been expanded and updated, and 
homes are typically well-maintained and landscaped. Construction of two high-rise buildings in the 1970s prompted 
ordinances that limited future height and housing density. The focus is on families (residents and visitors) and on 
outside activities – the beach, walking, bicycling, fishing, arts and crafts fairs and local parades. Beach weddings are 
promoted, while spring break is not. 

The Tourist Development Council of Manatee County 
has heavily and very successfully promoted AMI’s Old 
Florida character. 



ADDENDUM D:
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SUSTAINABLE TOURISM - Article by Ed Chiles 

Anna Maria and Pine Avenue specifically have recently been recognized as “a model for sustainable tourism by those responsible for developing 
a manifesto on sustainable tourism as part of the United Nations programs around the globe.”  That’s a big statement with large implications, but what 
does it mean ? 

Very simply put,  sustainable tourism is a worldwide movement to balance the real economic benefits of tourism with the potential for negative 
impacts on existing communities. 

It encourages entrepreneurs to bring investment and ideas to visitor based economies while charging them with the responsibility to add value to the 
impacted communities. 

Tourism worldwide contributes one out of every 11 dollars of world GNP. Locally we realize that we cannot and most of us indeed do not want to stop 
folks from coming to Anna Maria. We can however, through our actions, do a great deal to attract the right kind of people – people who share our 
values and want to see the character and authenticity which is uniquely Anna Maria protected and preserved. 

What has drawn visitors to Anna Maria over the generations has been it’s authenticity, it's quiet residential nature, as well as its pristine beaches and 
great climate.   

Before my partners and I knew of the term sustainable tourism,  we followed principles we called responsive development.  Our founding motto, 
“Preserving the past, embracing the future,”,set the tone for everything that followed. It means recognizing and being responsive to what has preceded 
you, environmentally, culturally and architecturally, so that the end product looks like its always been there and should be just where and as it is. The 
idea was to fit within, not sit upon, the community that surrounded us. 

With that template set, one step followed the next as we embraced the future.  Energy efficient, award winning buildings were engineered to be storm 
strong. Landscapes were installed, not for decoration, but to complete the environment. Softscapes replaced hardscape (no concrete or asphalt) to 
absorb both noise and toxins. 

As operating partner Mike Coleman brought the infrastructure into focus, Mike Miller brought his singular touch to the site characteristics.  Gene 
Aubry’s original pencil sketches now stand as job and business incubators.  Then, Mike Thrasher and Lizzie Vann took things to another level with 
repurposed historic buildings being saved from the dumpster and refitted with the most advanced technologies.  Now, the Historic Green Village sits on 
the Greenest Little Mainstreet in America as the only campus of its kind in America and one of 100 net zero campuses worldwide.  

All of this has now flowed into organic community gardens on the street and in the community. That led to the Pine Avenue apiary in which bees 
flourish and plants are happy, and now this is serving as a model for other communities as well as the U.N. 

Simultaneously, sustainable seafood practices and hydroponic farms are in the mix. Frankly, while it’s a bit overwhelming to be getting all the attention 
currently focused on Pine Avenue and Anna Maria, ultimately, it’s not surprising.  What is occurring is the logical  expression of our natural surroundings 
and the stewardship of our forbears here on the Island.  We believe we have a responsibility to communicate our vision of quiet residential community, 
surrounding an environmental, cultural and economic example that is practical, measurable and repeatable, so that others can do it too. 

[Article reprinted from the Anna Maria Island Sun where it appeared November 26, 2014]


